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Outreach, and what it’s not 
 

This is a real conversation I had on Facebook, edited slightly to change/remove names, fix 

errors, etc. This may help to demonstrate the “liberal” attitude that often filters through to 

West Virginia and states like ours. 

I warn you that the conversation is ugly, so proceed with caution. 

 
John Doe: 

We do not consider Manchin a Dem here in VA. We consider him a WV Dem and 
that is worse than a Republican 

  
Another person: 

JD, what makes you think West Virginians give a damn what you think of US!?!! 
Upset we turned our backs on your racist state! 

  
JD: 

I would think when it comes to racism, It would be OUR home state that shows 
the racism of Trump and Republicans. And if you think it is just VA that thinks 
that about WV you obviously do not understand third party perception. 

  
Me: 

JD, most Democrats here in WV don't consider him a Democrat, either. But our 
state party is being influenced by corporate interests much like the national 
Democratic establishment is. They base their support on who is a good 
fundraiser, not on who shares our values. 
  
You should read our platform: it's the most progressive state party platform in 
the nation. However the chair of our party called our work a "slap in the face." 
  
There are plenty of progressives here fighting people like Manchin. 
  
Clearly we should not brand VA as a whole state as racists. In recent years, VA 
has voted bluer than WV has, but our state shouldn't be labeled that way, 
either. 

  
 
 

http://lissalucas.com/2016/11/14/will-wv-dems-crash-and-burn-like-national-dems-did/
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JD: 
The National Democratic establishment is not being influenced by corporate 
interests. That lie came from Bernie nuts or inbred Republicans. They tried to 
use Hillary giving speeches as some whacked out proof. But looking at the 
record, she has took on more Corps than anyone ever running for president. WV 
Dems are still so stupid they think coal will save them. 

  
Me: 

In fact, rank and file WV dems don't. We know that corporate coal subsidies 
and externalities cost our state about $100 million a year. 
  
Those who get money from corporate interests don't care about that, though. 
They just want to be re-elected. Follow some of the links in the post I shared 
with you above (or Google it yourself) to see how much energy sector money 
goes to establishment WV dems. Then see which ones are DINOs. They're the 
same. 
  
Please base your comments in fact. It does no one any good to stereotype 
whole states. This sort of behavior doesn't win votes; we need to focus on 
outreach and changing minds. It does feel good to vent your anger, for sure, 
but it's counter-productive. 

  
JD: 

My comments are based on facts and the last three elections prove that. 
  
Me: 

The last three elections show that there are "Bernie nuts and inbred 
Republicans" making up lies about corporate Democrats? I'm not sure you're 
taking the time to think your statements through. 
  
I know you must feel super angry and hurt. And I can't tell you that it will be 
okay. The damage Trump could do to us is terrifying to me, too. But venting 
your anger at fellow Democrats is not helpful. I think you must know how 
ridiculous it sounds to suggest that a whole state is full of racists, or that all 
WV Democrats think coal will save them. We don't. So that is not a fact-based 
statement. Make sense? 

  
JD: 

McDowell county, my birthplace, was the largest TRUMP supporting county in 
America. When 91% of voters chose racism, bigotry and hate, is it stereotyping 
or is it just facing the truth? 9% of the voters are decent 91% are ignorant, 
stupid, pathic, immoral inbred nuts. I have little anger. WV has voted 
Republican the last 3 elections that I know of and by a lot. I am just showing 
the facts, that the vast majority of people in WV, 91% in McDOWELL County are 
un American morons and the facts do show that, and I for one have never been 
more convinced that the stereotype the rest of the country has of WV IS 100% 
CORRECT. I am ashamed of my birthplace and the sad subhumans that live 
there. 

  
 

http://lissalucas.com/2016/09/26/wv-resource-curse/
http://lissalucas.com/2016/10/04/the-jim-justice-coal-con/
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Me: 
It's a mistake to characterize every Trump voter as a racist. I think he'll be 
disastrous for this county; I think he was the wrong choice. But I know people 
who made that choice, and they're not racists or stupid. 
  
If you're from McDowell---lovely area, so unfairly treated---you probably know 
how difficult it can be to get basic services. We had in my county last year a 
well-known local musician; he tells the occasional joke between songs. He told 
a joke about a commercial that was evidently playing at the time on cable TV. 
We all looked at him pretty blankly. No cable out here, and we lost over-the-
air when it went to digital a few years ago. 
  
One local tiny town that I love pays its city council $25 a month, and their job 
is basically to get in a hole and try to figure out how to fix the water whenever 
the line breaks. The local hardware store donates plumbing parts sometimes 
when the town can't afford it. Very kind of them. 
  
My point is that when you're desperate, having someone say "we'll get to you in 
a few years, maybe" is not someone you'll probably be excited to vote for, you 
know? And Trump told pretty lies. 

  
JD: 

They are inbred racist white trash that care nothing about this country. No 
other kind of human would sink so low to vote for a child molester, a rapist and 
a con man 

  
Me: 

And yet, they might have voted for a different candidate if they didn't feel one 
party regarded them simply as "inbred... white trash." They are getting that 
message loud and clear. And the other guy is saying, basically, "Hey... do you 
hear what they're calling you, what they think of you?" 
  
The election could have turned out very differently if that sad fact had been 
grasped. 

  
JD: 

Common sense should take over at some point if they had any. And I grew up 
without TV or anything like that. We had WELC Radio that I grew up behind out 
of Welch, yet I had enough logic to never vote for a Republican. And we have 
to regard them as the facts suggest. I have two brothers in Bluefield and I keep 
trying to get them to get the hell out of that state. 

  
Me: 

It's that attitude that drives people toward a candidate that will only take 
advantage of them. You can't expect voters to simply vote for you because you 
have the best policies. Even when you demonstrably do, it is not persuasive to 
tell voters, "Vote for me, or you're stupid," or "Never vote for Republicans or 
you're stupid." 
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You will never persuade voters that you care about their struggles when you're 
engaged so much in attacking or judging them. 

  
 
 
JD 

Perhaps some voters are too stupid to see the truth. In my world, facts matter. 
I am sorry if they don't in WV. Mike Moore and even Van Jones tried to 
humanize these inbred Trump supporters and that was a big mistake, they are 
cretins, dullards, inbred white trash and DECENT Americans should treat them 
as such for the rest of their existence. We should keep reminding them of the 
white trash disgrace they are. One should be judged by their actions, reactions 

They get what they and character. Trump supporters failed the human test. 
deserve  and we should see to it they never forget.

  
Me: 

Yes, perhaps some people are beyond seeing the truth. But it helps to self-
examine every so often, and consider whether or not you're that person. Do ad 
hominem attacks help elevate debate? Does it expand understanding and 
address issues? You can oppose someone on policy, strongly and firmly, without 
attacking their supporters. 

  
There are clearly some racists and people who are laying blame on the wrong 
people. For example, this person in your link is in CA, not WV, so it doesn’t 
support your point. And despite her error, I have compassion for her. It's better 
to learn a lesson without a devastating catastrophe, no? This is essentially why 
it was so sad to me that there was so much outreach that was missed in this 
election. I hate that we had/are having a catastrophe because of it. It was 
Schumer who said “For every blue-collar Democrat we lose in western 
Pennsylvania, we will pick up two moderate Republicans in the suburbs in 
Philadelphia, and you can repeat that in Ohio and Illinois and Wisconsin.” 

  
It didn't work out that way. It is likely to have been much better if they had 
reached out to blue-collar dems. 

  
Take some time and consider who might be "failing the human test." Sometimes 
it's not just one side. 

  
JD: 

National Review is an inbred racist, white trash, fake news site. Using fake 
news sites like this was a big problem in this election 

  
Me: 

The quote is not fake. It takes 30 seconds. 
  
JD: 

get what they deserve. They 

https://apnews.com/.../Trump-voter-lost-her-home-to-new.
https://apnews.com/.../Trump-voter-lost-her-home-to-new.
http://www.nationalreview.com/.../chuck-schumer-democrats.
http://www.nytimes.com/.../not-your-grandmothers.
http://www.bdtonline.com/news/updated-man-shot-at-grocery-store-in-mcdowell-suspect-dead/article_c68001d8-b8c5-11e6-a35a-8fca1aa8b622.html

